Terms and conditions of use

General

Registered Construction Details is a collection of datasheets for construction junctions. All information and data presented here have been determined either by testing, calculations or means of assessment by accredited persons and all tests, calculations and assessments were completed according to current codes and standards. This unique comprehensive database is intended to assist designers, assessors and building control surveyors to demonstrate compliance with building regulations, all parameters and datasheets can be used or submitted to building authorities.

This database is a service provided free of charge, courtesy of LABC, Modern Masonry Alliance, Concrete Block Association and Aircrete Products Association. All information presented is protected by copyright and covered by a disclaimer of warranty. We will try to rectify any mistakes and errors brought to our intention.

The published datasheets will be subject to regular reviews to ensure that the datasheets are up-date and void of errors. Current versions of datasheets supersede older versions.

Codes and standards, building regulations and law have to be observed. Structural design has to be performed for each project. Registered Construction Details only provide assistance for the thermal compliance in the design/ build process. Each project has to be assessed and monitored on an individual basis, including the quality of workmanship.

Registered Construction Details cannot replace professional or legal support. If you need advice on a specific project or problem, you should always consult an expert. In legal cases an expert witness needs to be involved.

Liability

LABC, Modern Masonry Alliance and Concrete Block Association do not accept any liability pertaining to the accuracy and precision of the information on this web-site released by accredited testing institutes. LABC, Modern Masonry Alliance and Concrete Block Association and the accredited testing institutes involved do not accept any liability with respect to the up-to-dateness of the information provided on this web-site and possible errors which may originate during data-transmission. Also concerning the implementation of construction details in the planning and the building process, no liability of any nature can be accepted.

It is the user’s responsibility to abstain from any attempts to manipulate Registered Construction Details or its contents or to gain unauthorised access to data provided by a third party. The user is obligated to compensate LABC, Modern Masonry Alliance and Concrete Block Association for any expenses resulting from any of the aforementioned violations. This encompasses a coverage of all costs for legal defence as well as a release from liability and from any claims regarding
damages and payment of expenses brought forward by a third party.

LABC, Modern Masonry Alliance and Concrete Block Association do not accept any liability concerning the disruption of the Registered Construction Details internet-based service. At any time LABC, Modern Masonry Alliance and Concrete Block Association retains the right to discontinue Registered Construction Details as an internet-based service. Liability stemming from the utilisation or the unavailability of the service is not accepted.

LABC, Modern Masonry Alliance and Concrete Block Association accept no liability for banners or external links, which are contained on the web-sites of Registered Construction Details. If a user enters into a legal contract with a linked-to website, then the resulting contractual relationship is solely between the user and the legal entity offering the linked-to website. Further on there will not be any guarantee for those products and services of such legal entities.

**Copyright**

All messages, depictions and the design of the web-site Registered Construction Details are provided only as a means of personal information for our clients. It is used at one’s own risk.

Reproduction, copying and printing of contents of Registered Construction Details is acceptable as long as these tasks are not performed in a commercial way. Every other type of processing, copying, spreading, and/or public reproduction which is in excess of the normal use of this service and constitutes a violation of the copyright. Such a violation will be prosecuted and obliges the violator to pay compensation.

LABC and Registered Construction Details are registered trademarks. All other trade names, names of products and company names or symbols are owned by the respective entity. In case of legal dispute the exclusive venue of jurisdiction shall be London. The venue of the court is London; British law applies.

**Contact Person**

If you find any mistakes or errors pertaining to the content in Registered Construction Details please contact:

Registered Construction Details

LABC, 66 South Lambeth Road, London, SW8 1RL  rcd@labc.co.uk

Of course we also welcome any ideas and/or suggestions for improvement.